
Hole by Hole Notes - Northwest GC - US Open - Local Qualifier - 5-4-2021 

Hole Par  

1 4 RPA down the entire right side starting at the bottom of the hill below the forward tees, 

meanders along the tree line, and then goes to infinity beyond the bridge just right of the PG 

2 4 Deep woods left, trees right. 

3 3 High grass beyond PG with creek (unmarked) way, way back in trees.  RPA way to left runs 

into trees behind porta-potti. 

4 4 RPA in front of tee.  RPA right all the way to and beyond PG.  Turf fan back left of PG.  This 

hole could be very wet, especially near trees. 

5 5 RPA just off tee to right and left.  RPA right and left at 155 yards from PG runs at 90° to 

fairway.   Another possibly very wet hole. 

6 3 RPA off tee to right - not in play for this hole.  RPA left of PG at left side of cart path around 

the back of the PG and heads off to infinity just right of the big fan. 

7 4 RPA in front of the tee.  Hole could be wet.  Player has to drive over app. 200 yds. of deep high 

grass which is NOT a RPA.  RPA down entire right side from tee to PG - creek meanders back 

and forth inside tree/high grass line.   

8 5 RPA down entire right side. Meanders back and forth inside tree/high grass line.  Any drive hit 

way right should be in the RPA unless . . .  RPA rite of PG.  High grass beyond PG. 

9 4 RPA in front of tee.  RPA way rite runs put to about 300 yds, almost to top of hill. 

10 4 Deep gunch beyond Putting Green (PG) is in play. 

11 4 Deep gunch beyond Putting Green (PG) is in play. 

12 4 Deep woods left.  No relief from ornamental grass long left of PG. 

13 3 RPA starts on left at 75 yards from PG.  No relief from large, embedded rocks to left of PG 

adjacent to RPA line.  RPA wraps around back of and right of PG and ties into RPA on #17. 

14 4 RPA to left, just off teeing ground. Bad country left and short of PG at app. 75 yards out is 

NOT a RPA. 

15 5 Golf course edge of Layhill Road is OB - it is way left beyond the high grass - improbable for 

anyone to ever reach it. 

16 3 Very long par 3.  Large rock way right and short of PG is an integral part of the course. 

17 5 RPA in front of tee.  RPA way left ends at service road.  Ground could be soft in trees to the 

right.  RPA up right side to dog-leg then turns rite inside tree line runs at 90° to fairway and 

connects to RPA at #13 PG.  High grass just over PG.  Players will try to carry corner. 

18 4 Play away - OB way long beyond PG is defined by the inner edge of the curbing/driveway 

which leads up to and goes around the front of clubhouse.  If a ball gets into clubhouse and 

adjacent plantings, relief is OK. 

 72 RPA = Red Penalty Area, OB = Out of bounds, PG = Putting green, there are no YPA’s 

  Be sure to review all info on the Notice to Players.  Call for help if there is any doubt about a rule 

or procedure - we have radios! 

  TIO's - there are turf fans adjacent to several back-nine PG's.  Even though they are fixed, we shall 

play them as TIO's due to their closeness to the PG's.  Call a rover to assist if player wants relief for 

intervention. 

  Wet!  Holes 4 - 8 could be very wet after rain, especially near tree lines. Keep an eye out. 

  High Grass and Gunch - Just about every hole is bordered by high grass and thick gunch.  Some 

just over back of putting greens.  Most of it is really far from the fairways but a big block or giant 

yank could cause a problem - more than likely a lost ball (LB). 

  Finally - there are always a lot of pretenders at US Open local.  This golf course is big!  There are 

gonna be some high scores and slowdowns because some players will be unable to handle the length 

and recovery from around the greens.  So, watch for strugglers/stragglers and identify them early.                                                                                    
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